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Unmanned technology is as 
applicable in the Asia-Pacific  
region in both a military and 
commercial sense as it is anywhere 
else in the world.

Markets reports through 2016 
and into 2017 suggest a global 
compound annual growth rate for the 
sector of more than 10% over the 
next five years, while demand for 
systems from the Asia-Pacific region 
is roughly on a par with that of 
Europe and North America.

Just for UAVs alone this can be 
represented with a simple statistic 
showing such systems’ demand – 
$30 billion in the next five years – 
while it is thought that in the region 
a market for more than 700 military 
UAVs currently exists.

But aside from the clear and 
present market for military-capable 
systems for use on land, sea and air, 
there is an equally vital – perhaps 
more so in a societal context – need 
for unmanned systems to revolutionise 
the civil and commercial sectors.

Strong progress has been  
made by countries in the region, 
harnessing a technology that began 
life as more as a hobbyists’ tool than 
a business-changing capability.

This can be exemplified by the 
news in late February that the 
construction of two prototype UAS by 
Airbus Helicopters for the National 
University of Singapore was moving 
forward in a bid to produce a 
functioning unmanned goods 
delivery system.

Launched in 2016, the concept 
will see multiple UAS – complete 
with cargo – travelling through aerial 
corridors from the campus parcel 
station or nearby Port of Singapore. 
The UAS would travel along an 
automated route and land on a 
designated site to unload.

The project – named Skyways by 
its participants – sees the UAS 
effectively following a pre-planned 
and -programmed route to negate 
the need for sense-and-avoid 
technology, one of the key sticking 

Local companies are presenting their unmanned systems at the show. (Photo: Gordon Arthur)

points in integrating unmanned 
systems into the inhabited world.

At the time of the announcement 
of the MoU with Airbus, the Civil 
Aviation Authority of Singapore said 
that the Skyways project would 
‘develop an airborne infrastructure’ 
to address the sustainability of 
parcel delivery in urban 
environments.

Other Singaporean academic 
institutions, widely represented here 
at Unmanned Systems Asia, are also 
looking to explore the unmanned 
technology. 

In March this year the Singapore 
University of Technology and Design 
was recognised by the Design 
Business Chamber Singapore for its 
Scorpio land system in the national 
Good Design Mark competition.

The design sees the quad-legged 
system roll and walk around its 
environment and is capable of 
capturing still and video images, 
ostensibly for use in the security sector.
By Richard Thomas
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Wide-area
terrain
dominance
is now
a reality

HERON UAS - The most-advanced 
multi-mission, multi-sensor ISTAR 
solution for wide-area dominance

Backed by over 1,500,000 UAS flight hours,
 the HERON Family features:
•	Optimal	sensing	spectrum	-	EO/IR,	Radar,
	 SIGINT
•	Accurately	tracking	hundreds	of	diverse
	 targets	neously
•	Operational	in	all	weather
	 conditions,	day	&	night
•	Combined	automated
	 multi-Int.	processing
	 in	real	time
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Conditions ‘perfect’ for show launch

With the Heron 1 UAV having 
achieved full operating capability 
last month, Singapore looks to have 
achieved its latest milestone in 
integrating unmanned technologies 
into its force structure.

Speaking at a ceremony to mark 
the occasion Minister for Defence  

Singapore reaches Heron capability milestone

Dr Ng Eng Hen said that the 
milestone ‘brings the [Republic of 
Singapore Air Force/RSAF] to the 
level of advanced militaries globally’.

The system now in service with 
the RSAF is a version of the Heron 1 
designed and developed by Israeli 
manufacturer IAI but has seen 

additional upgrades and capabilities 
integrated. Five units were acquired 
in 2010 to replace 40 IAI Searchers 
that had been in service since the 
mid-1990s. 

Based at Murai Camp, the first 
Heron 1 unit, 119 Squadron, was 
inaugurated in May 2012.

Service personnel, including 
pilots, intelligence analysts and 
engineers, have undergone 
extensive training in Singapore and 
overseas to effectively operate, 
maintain and integrate the UAV to 
support RSAF operations. Training 
has included target acquisition and 
cooperative lasing capabilities.

Ng at the time added that the 
transition from Searcher to Heron 
was ‘a significant achievement for  
all of us’ and that the team had 
‘overcome many challenges along 
the way’.

This included participation in 
Exercise Forging Sabre in Arizona in 
2015 where the system was 
deemed to have achieved all of its 
mission requirements.

Personnel from 119 and 128 
Squadrons also deployed to Kuwait 
as part of the RSAF’s contribution to 
coalition forces combating Daesh.

In another significant first for the 
RSAF, the programme has enabled 
national service personnel to be 
deployed full time as UAV pilots, as 
is the case with their regular 
counterparts.

Apart from conventional 
operations, the UAV can also be 
deployed against terrorist threats, 
with its persistent ISR capability. The 
Heron 1 can stay airborne for more 
than 24 hours, three times longer 
than the Searcher UAV it replaces.
By Richard Thomas

Photo: MINDEF Singapore

 STAND L22

Ahead of Unmanned Systems Asia 
2017, Unmanned Systems Asia Daily 
News spoke to Leck Chet Lam, 
managing director of Experia Events. 
He predicted that the show, along 
with the co-located Rotorcraft Asia, 
‘will become touchstones of the  
Asia-Pacific aviation industry’.

He began by outlining the huge 
potential in the unmanned systems 
market, which is currently estimated 
to be worth $10.9 billion globally,  
as well as the agriculture robotics 
market, expected to exceed $8.1 
billion by 2021.

The worldwide UAV market is 
projected to grow annually 18.2% 
from 2016-23, eventually reaching 
$25 billion. Regionally, the 
commercial UAV market is predicted 
to reach $650 million by 2025, with 
China, India and South Korea the 
main actors.

Leck explained: ‘This exciting 
landscape of rapid growth provides 
the perfect backdrop and motivation 
for the launch of the inaugural 
Unmanned Systems Asia. The event 

has been co-located with Rotorcraft 
Asia because unmanned vehicles, 
which have been typically been 
deployed for military and defence 
purposes, are being used increasingly 
for civil and commercial applications 
including infrastructure, agriculture, 
traffic monitoring, surveillance and 
emergency response operations.’

Experia’s chief pointed out why 
Singapore, already home to the 
Singapore Airshow, was a logical 
choice to host the event. He noted:  
‘In Asia, Singapore is leading the way 
in the adoption and use of drone 
technology, with key government 
initiatives like the use of drones and 

unmanned vehicles to inspect 
underground railway tunnels, which is 
being considered by the Land 
Transport Authority.’

Unmanned Systems Asia is hosting 
a ‘Future of Drones’ forum that Leck 
promised would feature ‘diverse 
views, insights and experiences of 
industry leaders and commercial 
users of aerial drones from multiple 
industries’.

A technology highlight is a 
university R&D showcase where,  
Leck elaborated, ‘the innovative 
unmanned systems solutions  
of tomorrow will be on display, 
including novel applications of drone 

technology that have been developed 
by Singapore’s top universities and 
tertiary institutions to achieve its 
Smart Nation vision’. Five universities 
are participating.

One final feature of the show is a 
VIP buyers programme, ‘which will act 
as an effective forum for exhibitors to 
meet with rotorcraft and unmanned 
systems buyers’.

Leck enthused that the event was 
off to ‘a good start’. He concluded:  
‘We are excited with the prospects  
that these shows will bring and will 
constantly look to tailor them 
according to the needs of the industry.’
By Gordon Arthur 

Leck Chet Lam, 
second left, 
outlining key  
show highlights. 
(Photo: author)
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Meteorology and assisting in 
humanitarian relief operations are 
two of the vital roles being 
performed by Teledyne Marine’s 
Glider AUVs, particularly in the  
Asia-Pacific region, according to 
officials.

Teledyne’s new G3 Glider AUV 
was recently showcased in the UK, 

Meteorology focus for Slocum Gliders
where officials 
disclosed the typical 
functions that the 
platform carried out.

‘The US Navy 
primarily uses their 
Gliders for METOC 
which is, in their 
vernacular, 
meteorology in the 

ocean, so they have a daily duty to 
provide a forecast of weather in 
certain areas,’ said Clayton Jones of 
Teledyne Webb Research.

‘Navy operations uses these 
systems worldwide but there are a 
lot of focus in areas like Asia and the 
Pacific, there are North Atlantic units 
also, so we are not quite privy to 

where they all are but you see them 
worldwide.’

Although there is a military aspect 
to such vessels, with applications in 
mine countermeasures, Glider AUVs 
were deployed by ‘civilian-military’ 
vessels undertaking scientific 
research, added Jones.

‘They are typically deployed and 
recovered by what they call the white 
vessels. They are not grey-ship 
military but civilian military that are 
doing meteorology, so, places where 
there are a lot of typhoons are of 
interest, areas like the Philippines.

‘Not only do they have a  
navy component but also 
[humanitarian] relief components, 
that is understanding when storms 

may come through and be ready and 
prepared to help in a disaster event.’

It was suspected that a Slocum 
Glider was taken by the Chinese 
PLAN while operating in the Asia-
Pacific region and held for several 
days before being returned to the 
USN. The US insisted that it had 
been performing meteorology duties 
at the time of the incident.

The Slocum glider is a buoyancy-
driven system enabling long-range 
and -duration remote water column 
observation for academic, military, 
and commercial applications. The 
system recently completed a 
crossing of the Atlantic Ocean from 
the US to the west coast of Ireland. 
By Richard Thomas

Photo: author

TCOMS and Rolls-Royce sign 
autonomous ship tech MoU
A Rolls-Royce led programme  
to develop autonomous ship 
technologies has drawn further 
international collaboration with  
the signing of a memorandum of 
understanding with the Technology 
Centre for Offshore and Marine, 
Singapore (TCOMS).

According to a statement,  
the agreement with TCOMS  
will research into technologies 
including smart sensing, digital 
twinning and integrated modelling. 
The developments will be applied  
to technology demonstrators to  
show how they can be used by 
specific ship types.

Kevin Daffey, Rolls-Royce’s director 
engineering and technology – marine, 
said: ‘Our partnership with TCOMS  
will greatly benefit future marine 
technology by allowing us to leverage 
the great research capabilities in 
Singapore which we can apply to 
smart ship solutions.

‘By developing demonstrator 
technology around sensors, data 
analytics and the Marine Internet of 
Things we will see ships become more 
reliable, more efficient and more 
closely integrated into global supply 

chains, generating cost savings and 
improving revenue generation.’

Among TCOMS’ current work is  
the development of a next-generation 
Deepwater Ocean Basin equipped 
with wave and current generation 
systems designed to simulate harsh 
ocean environments, including those 
in ultra-deep waters. 

Scheduled for completion in 2019, 
the ocean basin facility will facilitate the 
development of innovative concepts 
including intelligent floating platforms 
and ships, autonomous systems, 
marine robotics and subsea systems.

In March this year Rolls-Royce 
received funding from Tekes,  
the Finnish Funding Agency for 
Innovation, to further invest in a 
research and development centre in 
Turku, Finland. The site will focus on 
the future development of land-based 
control centres, and the use of AI in 
future remote and autonomous 
shipping operations.

The company is currently investing 
in a range of R&D projects. In Norway,  
this includes a new Marine Fleet 
Management Centre in Aalesund, to 
allow remote monitoring, data 

analysis and optimisation 
of ships and their onboard 
equipment. 

A release issued at  
the time stated that the 
centre will allow Rolls-
Royce to apply its ‘power 
by the hour’ concept, 
already proven in its 
aerospace business, to 
serve the marine sector. 
This service makes use of 
big data to monitor, plan 
and perform maintenance 
and repairs of onboard 
ship equipment.

Speaking at the time, Asbjørn 
Skaro, Rolls-Royce’s director, digital 
and systems – marine, said that the 
company is looking at ‘further funding 
and capabilities opportunities’ in 
countries like the UK and Singapore.

‘By drawing on our existing 
capabilities in our marine business, 
together with the global expertise we 
have across the Rolls-Royce group 
and our relationships with partners, 
we believe we can secure up to 
£200m of investment to revolutionise 
shipping,’ he added.
By Richard Thomas

Image: Rolls-Royce
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Disruptive VTOL tech 
key to UK-China JV
The recent investment of US$30  
million into UK-based Gilo Industries 
by Chinese technology group Kuang-
Chi represents the first move of its 
kind by the company, following the 
launch of its international funding 
programme last year.

According to a press release  
issued at the time, Kuang-Chi, based 
in Shenzhen, expects the fund to grow 
to more than $300 million within the 
next three years and it will have a 
large focus on the UK and its 
emerging unmanned system 
designers and manufacturers.

Israeli, Norwegian and Canadian 
companies also received funding  
from Kuang Chi as part of an initial 
first tranche of $50 million worth of 
investment.

For Gilo, which will continue  
to be headquartered in Shaftesbury, 
Dorset, it will retain its UAV  
engine manufacturing capabilities, 
and the deal represents an 
opportunity to pursue opportunities  
in the large Chinese market. The 
group has a range of companies 
under its umbrella, including UAV 

STAND 100

ST Kinetics’ new line of 
Jaeger 6 UGVs is now 
ready for sale, it was 
revealed recently.

At 2.4m long, the 
Jaeger 6 is a smaller 
6x6 variant of the Jaeger 
8 seen at the Singapore 
Airshow in 2016.

Currently on trials at a 
Singapore Armed Forces camp,  
ST Kinetics said the Jaeger 6 is 
more suitable for surveillance and 
sentry operations.

The communication link 
between the operation control unit 
and UGV was initially via a Wi-Fi 
connection but, due to line-of-sight 

and range issues, the company has 
upgraded the system to an encrypted 
4G mobile network.

This gives a virtually unlimited 
range as long as it is connected to a 
telecommunications network. ST 
Kinetics has tested two UGVs 
simultaneously in a single network.

Onboard EO/IR 
cameras are able to 
auto-detect human 
features, and the 
vehicle is also equipped 
with loudspeakers and 
high-intensity xenon 
searchlights.

The Jaeger 6 is ‘more 
ready’ to be sold, as the 
Jaeger 8 is still 
experimenting with 

more payload types.
As it carries a heavier payload 

of up to 750kg, it is more suitable 
for customisation as a weaponised 
platform. The company had also 
proposed a fire-fighting variant to 
the local fire department.
By Chuan Chenren

China’s DEA Aviation made its 
debut in the Asia-Pacific region 
recently by announcing an 
agreement with Malaysia’s Alaf 
Strategi to develop UAVs for the 
commercial market.

According to a statement,  
Alaf dispatched a team of its UAV 
experts to DEA’s assembly, 
production and UAV base in 
Nantong, China to exchange 
training procedures.

Speaking last month, DEA 
chief executive Mike Creed said 
that he was looking forward ‘to a 
mutually beneficial business 
relationship’.

It is likely that agriculture is 
one industry earmarked for the 
expansion of unmanned 
applications, with the two 
companies also looking at other 
opportunities in the South-east 
Asia region.

DEA is the sales representative 
for Schiebel products in China and 
is known to be developing its own 
UAV’s specifically for agricultural 
spraying purposes. Meanwhile 
Alaf Strategi are distributors of 
Schiebel in Malaysia.

The Chinese company is also 
planning to build a new coaxial 
UAV, currently under development 
as a single-seat light helicopter in 
Germany through the DEA 
General Aviation company 
RotorSchmiede.
By Richard Thomas

Farming 
focus in 
new UAS 
partnership

heavy fuel engine manufacturer 
Rotron Power.

Jim Edmondson, CEO of Gilo 
Industries, said that Asia itself ‘is a 
huge, expanding market’ that is 
‘certainly part of our growth strategy’.

‘Talks are under way to secure a 
joint venture agreement that will 
enable us to file, protect, exploit and 
enforce IP assets using Kuang-Chi’s IP 
protection resources,’ he added.

A short-term goal will be in the 
pursuit of ‘disruptive’ VTOL 
technologies for unmanned systems, 
although both Gilo and Kuang-Chi 
were also ‘keen to collaborate’ on a 

range of new projects including 
transportation and new propulsion 
systems.

Regarding the exporting of  
such technologies to China,  
which would fall under UK export 
licensing legislation, Edmondson said 
that Gilo was currently seeking 
guidance from the Export Control 
Organisation. 

This would ensure, he stated, that 
as well as taking advantage of the 
opportunities the partnership could 
present, ‘we would do so responsibly 
and within the law’.
By Richard Thomas

Jaeger 6 ready for the hunt

Image: STK

Photo: Gilo Industries

Photo: via author
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Full spectrum

ST Engineering’s unmanned systems portfolio – on full display  
at Unmanned Systems Asia 2017 – covers a broad range of tasks  
across multiple domains. By Rory Jackson

STAND 100

Local industrial company 
Singapore Technologies 
Engineering Ltd (ST Engineering) 
is attending Unmanned Systems 
Asia 2017 and displaying the  
full range of its autonomous  
and remotely operated solutions 
and projects for marine, land  
and air operators in the  
defence, civil and industrial 
theatres.

For navies, coast guards and 
maritime infrastructure operators, 
the company showcases the 
Venus family of USVs.

As Ng Tee Guan, VP of 
marketing for large-scale systems 
at ST Electronics, explained: ‘ST 
Electronics developed the basic 
USV using a platform from 
Navatek Ltd, and we integrated 
electronics systems and various 
payloads into the platform.  
ST Electronics is the overall 
system integrator, providing a total 
system solution for our potential 
customers.’

Noted prominently in 2013 for 
completing mine countermeasure 
(MCM) demonstrations, the Venus 
series has since transited to  
full-scale development, and is 
comprised of three platform 
models. 

Model family
The largest of these is the Venus-
16, so named for measuring 
16.5m in length overall (LOA) and 
5m wide. The Venus-16 displaces 
26,000kg and can carry a total 
payload of 10,000kg, including 
fuel, sensors and cargo, while 
capable of a maximum speed of 
just under 35kt thanks to a diesel 
engine powering a waterjet 
thruster propulsion system.

Next, the Venus-11 measures 
11.5m by 3.2m, displaces 
11,000kg and also travels at  
35kt – although it may carry 
either 4,000kg or 4,500kg 
depending on the propulsion 
system used, either waterjet 
thrusters or stern-drive propellers, 
respectively.

The smallest of the three, the 
Venus-9, has an LOA of 9.5m  
and a beam of 2.8m, displacing 
5,500kg with either 2,000kg or 
2,500kg carry capacity, again 
depending on the chosen 
propulsion option, with a  
top speed of 30kt resulting in 
either event.

Size and weight aside, the  
three Venus USVs share a  
variety of common design 
features. Composite material  
hulls have been developed  
to maximise strength and 
resistance to osmotic and 
corrosive effects, while minimising 
production costs in comparison 
with metals.

Navigation relies on GNSS, 
radar, compass, Automatic 
Identification System (AIS), and  
a V180 video camera, combining 
to enable either autonomous 
operations or remotely operated 
missions with waypoints and 
station-keeping, depending on 
user requirements, with low- and 
high-band data links for 

communications, controls and 
video.

‘After the routes are 
programmed in, the vehicle will 
automatically move off, along the 
routes plotted in by the user. Its 
installed sensors enable the 
detection of targets and remote 
activation of the payload,’ Ng 
explained, 

‘We will also incorporate 
artificial intelligence algorithms  
for target recognition. Being either 
autonomous or remotely 
controlled, the USV is capable  
of maritime surveillance, 
reconnaissance and interception 
missions in hazardous conditions 
up to Sea State 3, while keeping 
its operator safe from danger. The 
USV can, additionally, be used for 
force protection, if required.’

The modular design ethos of 
the platform has contributed to 
each of these roles by enabling a 
range of payloads to be installed 
upon the USVs, including the 
Towed Synthetic Aperture Sonar 
(TSAS) from Thales Underwater 
Systems (TUS) for mine detection 
and classification, Expendable 
Mine Disposal Systems (EMDS) 
from ECA to perform mine 
identification and neutralisation,  
a remote weapon station from 
Leonardo for force protection, and 
a dipping sonar from TUS to 
perform anti-submarine warfare 
missions.

Solid grounding
In addition to developments of 
unmanned solutions for maritime 
users, the company has ongoing 
projects aimed at examining the 
potential of using UGVs for rapidly 
and comprehensively mapping 
environments for such crucial 
purposes as searching for people 
during crisis response operations.

In any search and rescue 
deployment, situation  
awareness is a critical tactical 
imperative, but deploying  
human personnel poses the risk 
of subjecting emergency staff to 
the same hazards afflicting 

An engineer prepares a USTAR-Y for flight. (All photos: ST Engineering)
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casualties throughout the 
operations zone. 

Launching UGVs, while much 
safer than sending in flesh and 
blood operatives, assumes  
the robots will be able to gather 
their bearings and navigate as 
intelligently as a human could.

ST Engineering’s solution, 
therefore, strives to generate 
maps of potential disaster 
environments autonomously  
and in 3D, in a technique known 
as Simultaneous Localization  
and Mapping (SLAM), using sets 
of coordinating heterogenous 
robots and sensors, enabling end 
users to deploy the SLAM solution 
agnostically from the capabilities 
and specifications of UGVs 
available, or depending on 
whether they have access to 
radar, Lidar, ultra-wideband 
sensors, optical vision cameras, 
etc.

‘Our SLAM solution utilises a 
PHD (probability hypothesis 
density) filter (which is based on 
random finite sets),’ commented 
Paul Tan, VP of technology 
development at ST Engineering. 
‘Our development allows for  
3D mapping of large surface 
areas using heterogenous robots 
working collaboratively in real 
time with minimal overlap and  
no gaps. 

‘These robots, equipped with 
obstacle-avoidance systems, are 
able to self-navigate and self-map 
from a single point of command. 
This project is expected to 
conclude within two years.’

The initial tests made use of 
Husky UGVs from Clearpath 
Robotics, and successfully 
demonstrated autonomous 
sensing of new surroundings, 
construction of 3D maps using 
processed sensor data, global 3D 
maps using multiple UGVs, and 
new navigation patterns to 
optimise the completeness of 
future map information. 

As Tan summarised: ‘The 
odometry data is fused with the 
features extracted from the 3D 
point clouds to perform SLAM. The 
point clouds are aligned with the 
pose data from SLAM to generate 
a probabilistic 3D voxel map using 
Octomap library.’

Feature-rich
The company is also displaying its 
USTAR-Y UAV. Since its debut at 
the 2014 Singapore Airshow,  

ST Engineering has added new 
features to the system to allow 
indoor navigation, precision 
landing, collision detection and 
networking, through a roadmap of 
investment in continuous updates 
to the system, which is expected 
to extend towards enhancements 
for endurance and harnessing 
specific technologies for targeted 
industries, such as infrastructure, 
security or search and rescue.

The USTAR-Y is designed with  
a rare ‘Y-6’ coaxial configuration 
with six rotors across three motor 
arms and corresponding 
redundancies, with an auto-
recovery algorithm that activates 
during certain failure conditions  
to maintain stable flight and  
avoid losing the UAV or causing 
harm to people or property below. 

‘In addition to motor failure 
redundancy, we have features in 
our systems to handle failures 
with GPS and communications,’ 
commented Milly Tay, senior VP  
at the ST Aerospace Engineering 
and Development Centre.

In addition to these 
redundancies, the USTAR-Y can 
automatically take off, hover at a 
held altitude, and operate in a 
‘perch-and-stare’ mode in which 
the system lands autonomously 
(ie without a pilot’s intervention or 
assistance) on a user-selected 
location without the need for any 
special landing location setup. 
‘This helps in augmenting 
endurance and enables more 
discrete surveillance,’ Tay noted.

The UAV weighs 5kg, flies for up 
to 25 minutes and carries up to 

1kg of payload. The standard 
payload is a stabilised EO/IR 
camera, or an HD IP-capable 
camera may be used. 
Communications range for the 
USTAR-Y goes to 100m over a 
Wi-Fi (2.4GHz) data link, or up to 
900m using a non-line-of-sight 
(NLOS) radio transmission.

With such range, and easy 
transportability due to detachable 
rotor-arms and tool-less assembly, 
the platform may be utilised for 
applications ranging from disaster 
site aerial survey, to monitoring  
of traffic, crowds or critical 
infrastructure and industrial 
assets.

Common control
In order to facilitate the use of 
unmanned systems across the 
many theatres of operations that 
modern governments and armed 
forces must work within, ST 
Engineering has developed its 
Ground Common Control Station 
(GCCS) software to provide full 
and rapid situation awareness.

The program may run on 
desktops, notebooks and tablets 
with a normal operating system 
and i7 processors or similar, and 
in the absence of common 
connectivity standards for 
commercial unmanned systems, 
the GCCS will be designed with a 
middleware layer to cater to 
specific protocols for different 
OEMs’ products. 

The interface displays a  
mosaic of simultaneous real-time 
video feeds, operation statistics 
and map data from UGVs, USVs 
and UAVs, operable with different 
degrees of connectivity over GSM, 
WiFi, or customised data links or 
cables. Scalable autonomous 
decision support systems are  
built in to allow management of  
a fleet of unmanned vehicles over 
a geographical map. ‘We have 
demonstrated the ability through 
the [GCCS] to control more than 
one USTAR-Y at a time,’ Tay added.

With the array of solutions 
provided, ST Engineering aims to 
reduce the burden of every 
military and civil operative, while 
simultaneously enhancing their 
productivity and capabilities 
across both routine and crisis 
situations. 

The GCCS program runs on desktops, notebooks and tablets with 
normal operating systems and i7 processors.

Venus-series UUVs can  
be fitted with the EMDS  
counter-mine payload.
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ASEAN advances
UAVs are increasingly seen as a core asset for Southeast Asian armed 
forces, with some countries pursuing indigenous programmes as well as 
obtaining technology from overseas. By Gordon Arthur

While ASEAN countries are 
exploring the use of unmanned 
systems from both ship and 
shore, there are few MALE 
platforms in service. However, 
this is due more to the cost  
of such systems rather than a 
lack of maritime, territorial or 
security threats in a number of 
nations.

The following provides a precis 
of developments in selected 
ASEAN countries with the 
exception of Singapore, which will 
be covered in a later issue of 
Unmanned Systems Asia Daily 
News.

Indonesia
Indonesia is belatedly realising 
the advantages of using UAVs to 
monitor its vast archipelagic 
territory. The BPPT (Agency for 
Assessment and Application of 
Technology) started developing 

the 120kg Wulung in 2004 and 
military type certification was 
gained last year. It has a 100km 
range, with production 
responsibility resting with PT 
Dirgantara Indonesia and PT Len 
if military orders ensue. Around 
75% of components are made in 
Indonesia.

BPPT also developed the  
short-range Sriti – a 9.5kg craft 
launched by bungee – and 
possessing a two-hour endurance 
and 50km range. The Ministry of 
Marine Affairs and Fisheries is 
believed to be the target customer 
to observe activity in Indonesian 
waters.

The Indo Defence exhibition in 
Jakarta last November witnessed 
a flourishing of UAV technology. 
For example, PT Bhinneka Dwi 
Persada displayed the long-
endurance Rajawali 720. Its  
7m wingspan offers a 24-hour 

endurance and a maiden flight 
was slated for late last year. 

The Indonesian National 
Institute of Aeronautics and Space 
(LAPAN) debuted the LSU-02,  
LSU-03 and LSU-05 UAVs, these 
being designed for military 
applications such as 
reconnaissance, aerial 
photography and patrolling. Other 
entities displaying UAVs for the first 
time were Global Inovasi Informasi 
Indonesia and PT Indo Pacific 
Communication and Defence. 

There is still space for foreign 
vendors, however. Indeed, UMS 
Skeldar delivered a single heavy-
fuel V-200 and GCS to Indonesia 
at the end of 2016, although the 
Swedish manufacturer expects 
further sales this year.

Thailand
To fill capability gaps, Thailand 
purchased two small batches of 

Aerostar aircraft from Aeronautics 
Defense Systems in Israel in 
2011 and 2013. Additionally, the 
Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF) 
initiated a programme in 2010 to 
develop UAVs for border and 
territorial surveillance. 

The 150km-range Tiger Shark II 
is from the state-owned Defence 
Technology Institute (DTI) and 
Marsun, and two were initially 
built, both flown by 404 Squadron 
RTAF. Reports from late 2015 
state up to 17 had been ordered. 
The Tiger Shark II with 6m 
wingspan has a 100km range  
and more than ten-hour flight 
endurance. The RTAF is 
ambitiously seeking to turn 
Thailand into a UAV exporter 
within ASEAN, although there are 
few signs of this occurring yet. 

DTI also has several UAV 
prototypes on its workbench for 
the Royal Thai Army (RTA). One is 
the 2.5kg T-Eagle Eye III, three of 
which were operationally tested in 
insurgent-plagued southern 
Thailand in April/May 2015, as 
well as one in eastern Thailand. 

A parachute recovery system 
was installed, making it suitable 
for urban areas. Its range is listed 
as 15km. DTI began producing 
the Siam quadrotor with 2km 

The Wulung tactical UAV, developed by Indonesia’s BPPT, has a 100km range. It 
achieved military type certification last year. (All photos: author)
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range and 40-minute endurance 
last year. Ten were delivered to 
the RTA and law enforcement 
agencies last September.

The Naval Research and 
Development Office was working 
on the KSM150 VTOL UAV, which 
resembles a motorbike due to two 
in-line shrouded rotors. While this 
could give Thai naval ships a 
surveillance capability, the current 
status of the programme is 
unclear.

Avia, a Thai company in which 
Saab holds a 37% stake, offers 
the Black Kite II tactical UAV. A 
spokesman confirmed it had a 
Thai client, and that Black Kite 
had more than one military export 
customer too. The aircraft with 
4.3m wingspan has a range of 
180km. Avia is also working on a 
larger next-generation platform 
called the Shikra, which will have 
a 250kg take-off weight.

Malaysia
The Malaysian Maritime 
Enforcement Agency (MMEA) took 
a bold step in integrating Fulmar X 
UAVs onto its class of six 44.25m 
New Generation Patrol Craft 
(NGPC) to create a surveillance 
tool to monitor Malaysian waters. 
This was the first sale of the 
Fulmar X. 

The 19kg UAV’s eight-hour 
endurance offers the NGPC an 
extra 80km range of surveillance. 
An aluminium launcher rail is 
mounted forward of the bridge, 
while a foldaway net is erected 
behind it for recovery purposes. 

Matt Moore, Thales’ head of 
UAS strategy and product 
development, said the addition of 
the Fulmar X will greatly extend 
the surveillance reach of the 
NGPC, and imagery from the UAVs 
will be integrated into the vessel’s 
common operational picture. 
Thales is preparing a ‘zero to hero’ 
training package for the MMEA. 
Moore indicated Thales is talking 
to both the MMEA and Royal 
Malaysian Navy about further 
sales.

Composites Technology 
Research Malaysia (CTRM), a 
subsidiary of Deftech, was 
attempting to extend the 
endurance of its fixed-wing Aludra 
Mk5 from six hours to ten. The 
Malaysia Remote Sensing Agency 
(MRSA) is currently using two for 
sensitive security-related 
missions. 

CTRM’s other UAV platform is 
the hand-launched 4.5kg Aludra 
SR-10 that flies for one hour and 
has a 10km range. In 2015 it 
completed an aerial and seashore 

mapping project for the Ministry of 
Environment. Nine SR-10s had 
been built till that point, and it 
was also being pitched to the 
Malaysian Army.

Philippines
Prosecuting counter-insurgencies 
against both Islamic extremist and 
communist groups, the Armed 
Forces of the Philippines (AFP) 
definitely requires an integrated 
UAV capability. 

The AFP is moving in the right 
direction, with the US providing a 
degree of impetus on 27 January 
when it handed over an 
AeroVironment RQ-11B Raven 
system (consisting of three 
aircraft) that had been purchased 
through the Foreign Military Sales 
scheme. The US embassy noted: 
‘Philippine service members 
received training in the United 
States on its operations and 
maintenance.’

Elsewhere, under its Marine 
Fleet Imagery Targeting Support 
System programme, the Philippine 
Marine Corps is procuring UAVs, 
believed to be the Super Swiper 
from Emmen Aerospace. Triton 
Communications is the Philippine 
supplier of the capability. 

The hand-launched Super 
Swiper, with a maximum two-hour 

endurance and 16km range, is 
supposed to be delivered to 
marines by June.

Vietnam
In 2013 Vietnam announced it 
was procuring Grif-K UAVs from 
Belarus. In the same year, 
Vietnam tested six indigenously 
designed UAVs from the Vietnam 
Academy of Science and 
Technology (VAST). Its designs 
ranged from 4-170kg, and with 
ranges varying from 2-100km. 
VAST began this project in 2008, 
with the military taking over in 
2011.

Local media revealed in 2015 
that VAST was developing its 
largest UAV yet, the HS-6L HALE 
twin-boom platform. With a 22m 
wingspan, it will have a purported 
range of 4,000km and 35-hour 
endurance via a Rotax 914 
engine. The first prototype, likely 
benefitting from Belarussian 
technical assistance, was 
completed in November 2015. 

Flight tests were scheduled  
for the second quarter of 2016, 
but it is unclear whether these 
occurred. If Vietnam successfully 
fields the HS-6L, further 
development could see munitions 
added or even sensor payloads 
able to guide Klub-S missiles  
fired by the navy’s Kilo-class 
submarines.

Myanmar
Myanmar is confirmed to be using 
China Aerospace Science and 
Technology Corporation CH-3A 
UCAVs for counter-insurgency 
missions in the north of the 
nation. It is estimated Myanmar 
owns up to a dozen such 
platforms, perhaps obtained in 
2013 or 2014. 

The CH-3 can stay aloft for up 
to six hours, and is able to carry 
munitions such as YC-200 guided 
bombs and AR-1 laser-guided 
missiles. It is unclear whether the 
Tatmadaw is using its aircraft for 
bombing or reconnaissance 
missions. Myanmar previously 
acquired smaller Sky-02 aerial 
reconnaissance UAVs from China 
around 2004-05. This revelation 
about Myanmar would make it the 
first ASEAN country confirmed to 
be operating armed UAVs. 

Malaysia’s first-of-class New Generation Patrol Craft, KM Bagan 
Datuk, was commissioned on 15 March. Note the Fulmar X UAV 
and launcher on the foredeck beneath the bridge.
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